
 
Think you can’t do something, like draw, dance, or design? Our “I Can’t” workshops are designed just for you! Wake up 

a dormant part of your brain by trying something new. These friendly, no-pressure workshops are taught by TCC faculty 

and community artists, and are designed to be an enjoyable diversion from the daily grind. Held over the lunch hour for a 

short ‘n sweet 45 minutes, they’re low-commitment and fun. And who knows, at the end of the workshop, you might find 

yourself wondering, “What else do I think I can’t do?” All workshops are free and open to the public and are held in the 

Thomas K. McKeon Center for Creativity Event Hall. Free parking is available in any TCC lot. 

I Can’t Plant with Kelly Rose – Monday, September 29, Noon – 12:45 p.m. 

Got a black thumb, but love the beauty and tranquility that house plants can add to a room? Come see this demonstration 

of how to select, care for, and transplant plants, by the aptly-named horticulturist Ms. Rose. Learn how to bring the 

outdoors in! 

I Can’t Dance with Sasha Zeilig – Monday, October 6, Noon – 12:45 p.m.  

Many of us dread that moment at a wedding reception where we must face a choice: get up and dance and look foolish, or 

continue sitting at our table and look like a grumpy buzzkill. Come learn some simple moves that you can rock at any 

opportunity – whether it’s a slow song or a fast number. You’ll never have to do the awkward drink-in-hand shuffle again! 

I Can’t Draw with Karen Watts  –  Monday, October 13, Noon – 12:45 p.m. 

Remember how fun it was to draw and color when you were a child? Remember how exciting it was to receive a brand 

new box of crayons? How long has it been since you experienced the joy of drawing, without judging or critiquing 

yourself? Come learn the basics of Zentangle, a method that uses basic shapes to create beautiful abstract drawings. Your 

mind will feel calm, relaxed, and focused, and you’ll be amazed at what someone with “no talent” can create! All supplies 

are provided. 

I Can’t Snap with Don Emrick – Monday, October 20, Noon – 12:45 p.m. 

Almost all of us carry around an incredibly powerful camera in our pocket – our smart phone. But how often are you 

disappointed with the quality of photos you take? Bring your phone or point-and-shoot camera and learn some simple 

tricks and new camera settings that can help you take exceptional photos. 

I Can’t Improv with Mark Frank – Monday, October 27, Noon – 12:45 p.m. 

Remember how much fun it was to play make-believe as a kid? Come participate in fun, no-pressure improv games that 

feel like a grown up’s version of “playing pretend.” No one will be put on the spot, so come ready to participate in group 

activities that will have you so engaged, you might find yourself wiggling on the floor saying, “I’m a squid!” 

I Can’t Design with Jennifer McMahon – Monday, November 3, Noon – 12:45 p.m. 

When it’s time to select a bedspread, couch, or curtains, do you freeze up with indecision? Does your home or apartment 

look more like a dorm room than an adult’s residence? This workshop will inspire you to ditch the futon and trash the 

movie posters by giving you simple tips on designing your living space. Learn how to select colors and mix textures to 

create a beautiful interior! 

I Can’t Act with Lawrence Alford – Monday, November 10, Noon – 12:45 p.m. 

Never got cast in the school play, but a big theatre fan? Come learn some fun exercises, warm ups, and activities that 

actors do every day. No one will be put “on the spot” in this fun, energetic workshop. Get ready to move and be noisy! 
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